I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we comprehensively describe the methodology of our submissions to the One-Minute Gradual-Emotion Behavior Challenge (OMG-Emotion). Section II introduces the representation of videos and audios that we use as the input of deep networks. The designation of model architectures are depicted in section II, followed by the results in section IV and conclusion in Section V. Source codes for this paper are available 1 .
II. DATA REPRESENTATION
In our two submissions, our models use either only visual input or both visual and acoustic input. This section details how we preprocess these two modalities from the provided OMG-emotion dataset [1] .
A. Acoustic Representation
Since the audio files are not provided separately, we first convert all snippets to WAV files, each one of which is singlechannel and sampled at 16kHz. Similar to [6] , spectrograms are then calculated every 10ms with a sliding hamming window of width 25ms and 512-point FFT. We assume that 3 seconds of the audio signal contains emotion information, thus 3 seconds of audio signal is taken to get the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) spectrum. Since each frequency bin in the spectrum is a complex number, we obtain an STFT map of size 257 × 300 × 2, where 2 indicates both the real and imaginary parts of the acquired STFT values.
B. Visual Representation
For each utterance in the dataset, we initially extract all frames with OpenCV [3] . MTCNN [9] is then applied to detect and align faces. Since we employ SphereFace [5] as the backbone network for videos, all face images are resized to 112 × 96 × 3.
III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
With the preprocessed video and audio data, we design and adopt the following deep networks to the arousal-valence regression problem. The overall architecture can be viewed in figure 1.
We use a rather straightforward network for the audio stream. The STFT maps is input to the base network VGG-16 [4] pretrained on ImageNet. Since the depth dimension of an STFT map is 2, we modified the first layer of VGG-16 accordingly. The 7 × 9 × 512 output feature is then fed into two fully-connected (FC) layers with dropouts in between.
If we solely train the network on audios, another FC layer and the Tanh function are applied to acquire the final arousal and valence values.
B. Video Model (VNet)
Due to the fact that the length of every snippet in dataset varies from 1 − 2 seconds up to 20 − 30 seconds, the number of extracted frames may be quite different among snippets. In order to fully utilize the temporal information with feasible GPU memory utilization, we first sparsely sample N V frames from a snippet. Inspired by [8] , we divide a snippet in order into N V segments, from which a single frame is randomly sampled.
For each of the selected frames, an intermediate feature (dim=512) can be obtained from SphereFace. Then, these N V features are fed into a bidirectional LSTM. Finally, an temporal-average pooling layer followed by an FC and Tanh are employed to acquire two emotion scores.
C. Audio-Video Joint Training
For the sake of jointly training ANet and VNet together, we design the following scheme. First we take the VNet and ANet solely trained beforehand. With VNet kept the same, we require to sample N A STFT maps from every snippet and then average their outputs of the penultimate FC layer in ANet. Then, we simply concatenate the ANet and VNet features and feed into another FC layer followed by Tanh. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the joint training.
D. Implementation details
The architectures are implemented in PyTorch [7] . In joint training, We train with an initial learning rate of 0.001 and decrease by a factor of 10 every 7 epochs. For each minibatch, N A and N V are set to 4 and 16, respectively. Batch size is 6. We also sue gradient clipping when the norm is over 20. With one NVIDIA GTX TITAN X, it takes around 7 minutes for one epoch.
It should be noted that one important difference between joint training and training VNet and ANet separately is the loss function. MSE loss is employed for sole training while CCC for joint training.
IV. RESULTS
In the part, we briefly illustrate the performance of our models over the provided baseline methods in CCC. Table I compares our ANet with a method [2] pretrained on RAVDESS and another method on OpenSmile. It shows that even without pretraining on any audio dataset, our ANet still outperforms the baselines in both arousal and valence scores. In table II, VNet shows superior performance over the baseline [2] . VNet doubles both CCC of arousal and valence. 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a novel architecture for arousalvalence estimation on the OMG-Emotion Dataset. We have shown the advantage of our deep network over the baseline methods.
